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Abstract: In this study, a kind of Ni-based superalloy specially designed for additive 
manufacturing (AM) was investigated. Thermo-Calc simulation and differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) analysis were used to determine phases and their transformation 
temperature. Experimental specimens were prepared by laser metal deposition (LMD) and 
traditional casting method. Microstructure, phase constitution and mechanical properties 
of the alloy were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission 
scanning electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and tensile tests. The 
results show that this alloy contains two basic phases, γ/γ', in addition to these phases, 
at least two secondary phases may be present, such as MC carbides and Laves phases. 
Furthermore, the as-deposited alloy has finer dendrite, its mean primary dendrite arm 
space (PDAS) is about 30-45 μm, and the average size of γ' particles is 100-150 nm. 
However, the dendrite size of the as-cast alloy is much larger and its PDAS is 300-500 μm 
with secondary and even third dendrite arms. Correspondingly, the alloy displays different 
tensile behavior with different processing methods, and the as-deposited specimen 
shows better ultimate tensile stress (1,085.7±51.7 MPa), yield stress (697±19.5 MPa) and 
elongation (25.8%±2.2%) than that of the as-cast specimen. The differences in mechanical 
properties of the alloy are due to the different morphology and size of dendrites, γ', and 
Laves phase, and the segregation of elements, etc. Such important information would be 
helpful for alloy application as well as new alloy development. 
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1 Introduction
Ni-based superalloys are widely used to prepare components such as aerospace 
turbine blades and ground gas-turbine engine blades because they have an exceptional 
combination performance of high-temperature strength, good toughness, and high 
resistance to degradation in corrosive or oxidizing environments [1]. However, there 
are varied shortcomings when manufacturing superalloy components by conventional 
techniques. For example, casting limits the possibility of achieving a superalloy of full 
potential due to its coarse microstructure, macro-segregation, porosities, and micro-
shrinkages [2]. Furthermore, prior particle boundary (PPB) in a superalloy prepared 
through powder metallurgy decreases its mechanical properties by initiating cracks from 
the interface easily [3], and,  it is difficult to produce the parts by means of a process such 
as forging because the alloy has lower ductility at lower temperature [4]. 

Additive manufacturing (AM), also called 3D printing, has the ability to produce 
components with complex structural shapes that are difficult or impossible to be 
fabricated by conventional means, so it has become a new technical route for the 
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preparation of superalloy components [5-9]. Although some 
disadvantages brought by conventional techniques can be 
eliminated by AM, there are still key problems needing to be 
solved before it is used in industry in a large scale. One of 
the important issues is its thermally induced residual stress 
and micro-cracking during processing. Quite a few Ni-based 
superalloys have been documented as being susceptible 
to micro-cracking, which prevents their application in the 
manufacture of aerospace components [6, 10, 11].

To take the advantages of AM and promote the popularization 
and application of the technology, the development of a special 
materials system for AM is necessary. The development of 
a new material should take into consideration both the high 
performance of materials and the workability for 3D printing [12]. 
In this study, a newly developed Ni-based superalloy is provided 
to meet the practical requirements. LMD (laser metal deposition 
or laser melting deposition) [2, 9, 13-17], currently one of the most 
popular AM techniques for superalloy manufacturing, is used to 
prepare experimental specimens.

It is known that the properties of materials are closely related 
to the microstructure, which depends on the manufacturing 
process of the alloy. Therefore, the phase, microstructure and 
properties of the newly designed alloy should be made clear 
as well as its manufacturing process parameters. By means of 
Thermo-Calc simulation and differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) analysis, the formation temperatures of main phases and 
solidification sequence were investigated, which is especially 
convenient and economical and has proved to be successful 
in investigating a superalloy [18-20]. Tensile tests of both the as-
deposited sample (prepared by LMD) and the as-cast sample 
(prepared by casting process) were performed to compare 
the property. In addition, scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), transmission scanning electron microscopy (TEM), 
and X-ray diffraction (XRD) were used for microstructure 
characterization and phase analysis.

Table 1: Chemical composition of superalloy powder (wt.%) 

Ni Al+Ti Co+Cr Hf+Mo+Nb Si+C

Bal. 4.5 20 9.2 0.46

Fig. 1: Morphology and size distribution of alloy powder 

2 Experimental procedures
2.1 Sample preparation
The powder composition of the newly developed alloy is shown 
in Table 1. The powder is prepared by argon atomization. Its 
morphology and size distribution are shown in Fig. 1.

The as-deposited sample was fabricated by a coaxial LMD 
system shown in Fig. 2(a) with laser power of 2,000 W and 
laser scanning speed of 25 mm·s-1. The elevation height is 2 mm 
each time and the overlap rate is greater than 30%. LMD was 
performed with a continuous CO2 laser heat source (the beam 
diameter is about 0.9 mm). The substrate samples were cut 
from DZ40M, a directional solidification superalloy in solid 
solution heat treatment condition. Processing strategy, and 
the as-deposited sample and tensile specimen diagram are 
demonstrated in Figs. 2(b)-(d), respectively.  

Fig. 2: Coaxial LMD system (a),  processing strategy (b), as-deposited sample (c) and tensile specimen diagram (d)

(a) (b)

(c)

As-deposited

Substrate

(d)
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For comparison, the casting ingots have the same composition as 
AM raw powder. The ingot was made as follows: first, melting the 
master alloy in vacuum induction melting (VIM) furnace, then 
holding at 1,500 °C for 5 min, after that pouring the molten 
alloy into a ceramic shell mold with outer diameter of 80 mm 
and inner diameter of 30 mm (hollow bar), then air cooling. 
The length of the bar was more than 300 mm.

2.2 Thermo-Calc simulation
The solidification sequence was calculated by Thermo-Calc 
software with TTNI8 database. The simulation was carried out 
under two conditions. One is the thermo-dynamic equilibrium 
condition, where the calculation was programed from 1,400 °C 
to 400 °C by a step of 10 °C. The other is calculated according 
to Scheil model, which is a kind of non-equilibrium condition 
based on the Scheil equation [21]:

where       and       are concentration of liquid and solid at liquid/
solid interface respectively, C0 is the original concentration 
of the alloy, fS and fL are the solid volume fraction and 
liquid volume fraction, respectively, k0 is the equilibrium 

solute partition coefficient,                     ,        and        are 

concentration of liquid and solid under equilibrium condition, 
respectively. This calculation proceeded every 1 °C from 1,400 °C 
to 400 °C until complete solidification [19].

2.3 Material measuring and characterization
DSC tests were carried out on a Netzsch STA409 tester to 
obtain the transformation temperature of the main phases. 
The sample adopted in DSC testing is a superalloy powder 
produced by gas atomization. To minimize the effect of 
oxidation, all experiments were performed in crucibles of 
high-purity Al2O3 surrounded by dynamic atmosphere with 
high purity Ar. The samples were heated and cooled according 
to the rules illustrated in Fig. 3. Finally, the liquidus was 
estimated from cooling curve, and the solidus was estimated 
from heating curve according to general principles [19].

Fig. 3: Heating and cooling rules in DSC testing

SEM (INSPECT F50) and TEM (JEOL 2100) were both 
used for microstructure observation. SEM specimens were 
etched with reagent mixed by 100 mL HCl+100 mL H2O+5 mL 
H2SO4+20 g CuSO4. TEM observations were performed at 

200 kV accelerating potential. Thin foils for TEM observation 
were cut from the as-deposited sample, which were ground 
to the thickness of about 50 μm then electro-polished in a 
solution of 90 mL ethanol and 10 mL perchloric at -17 °C 
and 24 V. Image-Pro Plus 6.0 (IPP) was used to analyze phase 
fraction and particle morphology. The size of the precipitation 
was weighed by the average values of the distinct γ' particles. 
At least 5-10 typical areas were selected for each sample in 
the statistical analysis. X-ray diffraction (XRD, D8 Discover, 
Bruker, Germany) with Cu Kα radiation was used to identify 
the phase constitution. The specimen for XRD was cut 
perpendicular to the deposition direction.

The tensile specimens were cut from the as-deposited and 
as-cast samples by electro-discharge machining according 
to Fig. 2(d), and ground manually with SiC sandpaper 
(from #400 to #1,000) until the surface was smooth. The as-
deposited specimen was cut along the deposition direction, 
and the as-cast specimen was cut from the middle part of the 
ingot. Tensile testing was performed on a SANS-CMT5205 
testing machine at room temperature according to GBT228.1-
2010 at a strain rate of 0.2 mm·min-1. Three parallel tensile 
specimens were tested for as-deposited and two for as-cast. 
The tensile properties were obtained from stress-strain curves, 
including yield strength (YS, 0.2% offset), ultimate tensile 
strength (UTS), and elongation. Tensile fracture surface was 
also characterized by SEM.

2.4 Heat treatment
The as-deposited samples were aged at 750 °C for 1,000 h, and 
subjected to 870 °C for 16 h, respectively, to investigate the 
effect of thermal history on phase formation.

3 Results and analysis 
3.1 Phases and their transformation in newly 

developed Ni-based superalloy
3.1.1 Thermodynamic calculations and DSC analysis

Figure 4 presents the calculated results under thermodynamic 
equilibrium conditions by Thermo-Calc. This diagram indicates 
that the main phases of this newly developed alloy are γ and γ′. 
The matrix is γ and it starts solidifying at 1,353.5 °C, which is the 
liquidus temperature. Solidification ends at 1,272.2 °C where the 
liquid fraction is zero [Fig. 4(c)]. After the solidification of the γ, γ' 
phase begins to precipitate at 1,096.3 °C from the matrix γ. With 
decreasing temperature, the γ' fraction increases [Fig. 4(a)]. Other 
phases, such as MC carbide, μ phase, M23C6 carbide and Ni5M 
precipitate in the cooling process at 1,284 °C, 765 °C, 582 °C and 
580.5 °C, respectively. Among them, only MC can precipitate 
directly from liquid. The solidification temperature scope from 
liquidus to solidus is from 1,353.5 °C to 1,272.2 °C. 

The Scheil model, which assumes no solute back diffusion 
in the solid and perfect mixing in the liquid, is another method 
used to estimate the solidification sequence and the solid 
fraction as a function of temperature. As shown in Fig. 5, γ starts 
solidifying at 1,353.02 °C, which is the liquidus temperature. 

C L* C S*

(1)C L* fS

(2)C S* fL

C S
(eq)C L

(eq)C S
(eq) C L

(eq)
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Fig. 4: Equilibrium phases diagram (temperature versus weight fractions) of superalloy calculated by Thermo-Calc: 
(a) general view; (b) region of interest enlarged from (a); (c) region of interest enlarged from (b)

The solidification ends at 1,047.49 °C where the liquid fraction 
is zero. Other phases, such as MC carbide, Laves phase, γ', σ 
and Ni7M2 precipitate at 1,258.1 °C, 1,136.6 °C, 1,095.7 °C, 
1,065.9 °C and 1,051.19 °C, respectively. It is noted that the 
liquid has not disappeared when they begin to precipitate. The 
solidification temperature's scope from liquidus to solidus is 
from 1,353.02 °C to 1,047.49 °C.

Fig. 5: Solidification sequence calculated by Scheil model

Fig. 6:  DSC curves of superalloy powder under heating process (a) and cooling process (b)

Figure 6 presents the DSC curves of the superalloy powder 
during heating and cooling processes. Some important 
temperature points can be acquired, such as the solidus 
temperature is 1,288 °C (obtained at the point by extrapolating 
baseline in the heating curve until it intersects the tangent of 
the maximum curve slope), and the liquidus temperature is 
1,335 °C (the first sharp inflection point in the cooling curve).

Considering the temperature scope from 1,450 °C to 1,000 °C 
in Fig. 6(b), four points (1,335 °C, 1,212 °C, 1,128 °C, 1,035 °C) 
might be the phase transformation critical temperature, 
comparing with the solidification sequence calculated by the 
Scheil model in Fig. 5 (illustrated as 1,353.02 °C, 1,258.1 °C, 
1,136.6 °C, 1,095.7 °C), the corresponding phases are inferred 
to be γ, MC carbides, Laves and γ', respectively. The detail 
phase transformation temperatures are listed in Table 2. Their 
difference values (-60.7 °C, -8.6 °C, -46.1 °C, -18.02 °C) 
are actually supercooling since the Scheil model uses a local 
equilibrium condition. In addition, the peak point in Fig. 6(b), 
1,322 °C, is corresponding to the formation of γ dendrite at 
the greatest growth rate; while 1,272 °C, could be the last 
stage of the transition.

Following the same principle, from the heating curve, the 
critical temperature of γ' begins to dissolve is 1,113 °C, and 
the melting of the γ matrix is 1,288 °C. Furthermore, the peak 
point in Fig. 6(a), 1,353 °C, is corresponding to the formation of 
liquid at the greatest melting rate; while 1,379 °C could be the 
last stage of the transition where the solid fraction is close to 
zero. It is noted that there is no obvious transition temperature 

of MC and Laves, which might be attributed to transition 
kinetics reasons or their small mass fraction.

The detailed information of solidification calculation and 
DSC measurement is summarized and listed in Table 2 (for 
cooling conditions) and Table 3 (for heating conditions). The 
corresponding phase transformation temperatures obtained 
from the cooling curve are lower than those from equilibrium 
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Table 2: Major phase transformation temperatures obtained from solidification calculation and DSC measurement (°C) 
under cooling conditions

Table 3: Major phase transformation temperatures obtained from solidification calculation and DSC measurement (°C) 
under heating conditions

Tγ→γ'/TL→γ' TL→Laves TL→MC TL→γ

Equilibrium model Cooling 1,096.3 - 1,284 1,353.5

Scheil model Cooling 1,095.7 1,136.6 1,258.1 1,353.02

DSC
Cooling 1,035 1,128 1,212 1,335

Supercooling -60.7 -8.6 -46.1 -18.02

calculations, their differences are termed as supercooling 
degree. Similarly, the corresponding phase transformation 
temperatures obtained from the heating curve are higher than 
those from equilibrium calculations, their differences are 
termed as superheating degree. Thermodynamically, both 
supercooling and superheating provide driving force for phase 
transition. (Note: In Table 2, supercooling was obtained by 
subtracting the phase transformation temperature of Scheil 
model from that of the DSC, while in Table 3, superheating 
was obtained by subtracting the value of equilibrium from 
the DSC. The calculation is based on the assumption that the 
corresponding phase has the same chemical composition).

In summary, the phase transformation temperatures 
calculated by Thermo-Calc equilibrium model deviate from 
that of Scheil model to some extent. Results of DSC analysis 
are more closely aligned with the Scheil model assumption. 
Liquidus predicted by the Thermo-Calc equilibrium model and 
Scheil model is almost the same, however the DSC plots show that 
the transformation temperature from liquid to solid is 1,335 °C, 
their differences should be the supercooling. 

3.1.2 XRD and TEM analysis

Figure 7(a) presents the X-ray diffraction spectrum of the as-
deposited sample. There is only a peak at 2θ =50.98°, which 
indicates that only the diffraction of the (200) crystallographic 

plane of the γ/γ′ phase is detected. Directly by this XRD 
spectrum, it is difficult to differentiate γ and γ′ phase in 
the superalloy because the lattice parameters of them are 
approximately equal. The strong peak at 50.98° also indicates 
that the as-deposited sample has strong textile structure along 
the (200) crystallographic plane, the normal direction of which 
is parallel to the build direction of LMD. Peaks for other 
crystallography planes are too weak to be observed (if they 
exist) and can be ignored here. In addition, the volume fraction 
of other phases such as MC carbides, Laves, etc., are too low 
to be visible in XRD spectrum. 

The electron diffraction pattern of γ/γ′ was also obtained via 
TEM, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Based on the results, the matrix 
is γ and the precipitation is γ'. Similar to the data reported in 
the Refs. [22, 23], the crystal structure of γ and γ' are FCC and 
L12, respectively. The orientation relationship between the γ 
and γ′ phase can be inferred as follows:

  

The γ′ remains coherent with γ at γ/γ′ interface and γ′ particles 
are embedded in γ matrix. In summary, both XRD and TEM 
results show that the basic phases of the as-deposited alloy are 
coherent γ/γ′ (Fig. 7). The build direction of LMD is along the 
normal (200) crystallographic plane.

{100}γ //{100}γ′
<010>γ //<010>γ′ (3)

Fig. 7: Basic phases of as-deposited alloy and crystallography orientation: (a) XRD spectrum of as-deposited samples (measured 
surface normal to the deposition direction); (b) TEM bright field image and electron diffraction of as-deposited alloy
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3.2 Microstructure analysis
3.2.1 Microstructure of as-deposited alloy

The microstructure of the as-deposited alloy prepared by LMD 
is shown in Fig. 8, where deposition direction is denoted by 
Axis Z. From Fig. 8, it can be seen that this sample has a typical 
cellular dendrite. In the direction perpendicular to the deposition 
direction, dendrite and interdendritic regions are arrayed like 
chess board, as seen in Fig. 8(a). In the direction parallel to the 
deposition, fine parallel dendrites are clearly visible, as shown 
in Fig. 8(b). During LMD, the dendrites epitaxially grow from 
the substrate. The interdendritic regions are formed during the 
last stage of solidification. Laves phase and MC carbides are 
commonly observed at the interdendritic regions due to micro-
segregation of solute elements by SEM. By statistical analysis 
from Fig. 8(a), the average primary dendrite arm space (PDAS) 
is about 30-45 μm. Almost no secondary arm is observed in 
Fig. 8(b). There are γ' particles precipitated in both dendrite and 
interdendritic regions. Their average volume fraction of γ' is 
about 30% according to experiment results. Precipitation of MC 
carbides and Laves phase usually have larger size (about several 

microns in average diameter), but their volume fractions are less 
than 1% in all. According to theoretical calculation, Laves phase 
is about 0.7% in volume fraction, while MC carbides only 0.1% 
or so. Furthermore, micro-segregation is found by EPMA, the 
element map is shown in Fig. 8(c), to be brief, only Al and Nb 
are displayed, no macro-segregation is present.

The γ' phase is the main strengthening phase in Ni-based 
superalloys and it usually coherently precipitates from the 
supersaturated matrix during the solidification process. 
When the laser beam periodically scans in the processing, γ′ 
precipitate will nucleate and grow up from the heat-affected 
zone (HAZ) of supersaturated γ matrix. As shown in Fig. 8, the 
typical morphology of γ' particles is near sphere shape both in 
the dendritic and interdendritic regions. The average size of γ' 
particles is 100-150 nm and usually the interdendritic regions 
have coarser particles. TEM gives more detailed information 
about γ' phase as shown in Fig. 7(b). There are still some 
tiny particles in the γ/γ′ interface which are often termed as 
secondary or tertiary γ′ particles, and precipitate due to the 
HAZ effects during laser processing.

Fig. 8:  Microstructure of as-deposited alloy and typical morphologies of precipitates: (a) horizontal section; 
(b) vertical section; (c) element map of alloy
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3.2.2 Microstructure of as-cast alloy

The microstructure of the as-cast alloy is shown in Fig. 9. It 
is a typical equiaxed dendrite. There is a secondary and even 
ternary dendrite arm observed in the as-cast microstructure. 
Its typical PDAS is 300-500 μm, much larger than that of the 
as-deposited. The arm space of its secondary dendrite is about 
100-150 μm. The volume fraction of γ' particles in the dendrite 
is about 34.9% while that is around 41.1% in the interdendrite. 
Similar to the as-deposited alloy, MC carbides and Laves 
precipitates, as well as γ/γ' eutectics appear mainly in the 
interdendritic regions. Laves looks like networks, and γ/γ' 
eutectics exhibit sunflowers shape and have a larger size scope 
[Figs. 9(b) and 13(b)] comparing with that of the as-deposited 
one. Laves precipitates are very bright in the back scattering 
electronic images which demonstrate the phases containing 
high atomic number elements. In addition, those precipitates 

enrich with high atomic number refractory elements are often 
observed in the grain boundary too, as shown in Fig. 9(c), 
which is due to macro segregation in the boundary regions and   
the size more than 100 μm as well.    

As shown in Fig. 9(a), the typical morphology of γ' particles 
shows near cubic or butterfly shape in the interdendritic 
regions and near sphere shape in the dendritic regions. The 
average sizes of γ' particles in them are 315 nm and 208 nm 
respectively, larger than that of the as-deposited as well. The 
morphological development of γ' precipitates occurs in the 
sequence of spheres, cubes, octets with concave features (like 
butterfly), and eventually solid-state dendrites according to the 
outer conditions [22, 24], including solution temperature, soaking 
time, and cooling rate, etc. Of note in Fig. 9, γ' particles of 
butterfly shape in the interdendritic regions develop better than 
those of the dendritic regions which have near-sphere shape.

Fig. 9: Microstructure of as-cast alloy: (a) morphology of γ' particles; (b) morphology of dendrite; (c) grain boundary precipitates

(a)

(b)

(c)

3.3 Mechanical properties
3.3.1 Mechanical properties and deformation microstructure

The tensile engineering stress-strain curves of the as-cast and 
the as-deposited samples at room temperature are displayed in 
Fig. 10(a). The as-deposited specimen shows obviously better 
ultimate tensile strength (UTS, 1,085.7±51.7 MPa), yield 
strength (YS, 697±19.5 MPa) and elongation (25.8%±2.2%) 
than that of the as-cast, as shown in Table 4. 

The exterior appearance of the tensile specimen is also 
denoted in the insets of Fig. 10(a). For the as-deposited 

specimen, the angle between the normal orientations of 
fracture surface and the stress axis is about 45°. According 
to the Schmid law, it is inferred that the detach shear fracture 
is along with slip system {111}<110>. While for the as-
cast specimen, which is polycrystalline structure, its fracture 
surface is approximately perpendicular to applied stress.

Typical deformation microstructure of the as-deposited 
specimen is observed by TEM, as shown in Fig. 10(b). The 
specimen is cut from near fracture region after tensile testing. 
TEM micrograph presents highly planar, faulted structures 
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Fig. 10: Comparison between as-cast and as-deposited alloy tensile stress-strain curves during  tensile tests at room 
temperature (a), TEM images of deformation microstructures of as-deposited alloy (b)

that shear both the γ matrix and the γ′ particles, most of 
which are continuous and seem to span across the entire 
zone. The faulted structures could be slip bands, stacking 
fault (CSF) or microtwins. Parallel stripes occurring in the 
deformation microstructure are due to cooperative shearing 
being on adjacent {111} glide planes. The detailed deformation 
mechanism is very important but is omitted here because it is 
beyond the scope of this article.

3.3.2 Morphology of tensile fracture surface

The fractured surfaces of the as-cast and the as-deposited 
specimens were examined to correlate the tensile characteristics 
with microstructures. The two kinds of specimens have entirely 
different fracture features as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. For the 
as-deposited specimen, the typical dimple feature can be found 
on the fracture surfaces with a localized ductile-brittle mixed-
mode behavior (Fig. 11). The as-cast one exhibits a clear brittle 
fracture. The transgranular cleavage patterns are found on the 
surface of the fracture (Fig. 12).

 Figure 11 displays the fracture surfaces of the as-
deposited alloy. The total surface can be divided into several 
regions indicated by A, B, C, D, and E. According to their 
characteristic, the process of the fracture can be inferred as 
follows. Slip system <110>{111} starts when critical resolved 
shear stress (CRSS) is achieved which produces shear 
deformation. Original crack occurs at Region A (as denoted 
by arrows) and propagates through Region B until hindered 
by precipitates such as MC or crystal defects like dislocations. 
The blocked crack transfers from original crystal slip plane to 
another plane which is easier to crack, and thus stages formed, 
as shown in Region B of Fig. 11. Arrow F denotes such 
precipitates (probably crisp phase) at transition region of steps. 
Regions C and D are propagated zones of cracks which display 

Table 4: Mechanical properties of alloy

Sample  state UTS (MPa) YS (MPa) Elongation 
(%)

As-deposited 1,085.7±51.7 697±19.5 25.8±2.2

As-cast 782.7±8.6 616.7±16.5 12.6±1.2

(a)

a relatively larger flat planar zone, and the profiles of chess 
board dendrites section are easily observed here. In magnifying 
the local area of the surface, a great number of tearing ridges, 
dimples, and column holes are observed. The holes deform 
with almost the same direction and there are many parallel slip 
bands in the holes. Finally, the instant rupture area occurs at 
Region E with shear lips produced on the fracture surface.

Figure 12 displays the fracture surface of the as-cast alloy 
after tensile testing. The as-cast alloy exhibits a clear brittle 
fracture with a multiple cracks propagate characteristic. 
Evident large cleavage plane and small terraces are clearly 
observed (denoted by Arrow C). Furthermore, the surface of 
the part indicated by Arrow A is smooth, which is supposed 
to be the liquid film formed in the last solidification stage of 
casting. The brittle fracture of the part indicated by Arrow B 
is obvious, which is supposed to be the brittle eutectic formed 
during the final solidification. These are the factors that reduce 
the ductility of the alloy and promote the fracture of the alloy.

From mechanism analysing of the tensile fracture above, 
it is obvious that the as-deposited specimen is more difficult 
to fracture than that of the as-cast. The former endures more 
deformation in the linearly hardening region as shown in
Fig. 10(a). Therefore, its ultimate tensile stress is greater and its 
elongation is almost twice the latter.

4 Discussion 
The simulation and experimental results show that the alloy 
produced by LMD and casting has the same basic phase 
γ/γ', but the morphology, size and volumn fraction of γ' are 
distinctly different, so as the secondary phases. Furthermore, 
the different processes lead to different solidification dendrite. 
To control the microstructure and properties of the alloy, it is 
necessary to further understand the formation mechanism and 
principle of these differences.

4.1 Morphology and size of solidification dendrite
Researchers [25] have found that solidification structure is 
dependent on two most important parameters: R (the local 
solidification growth rate), and G (the temperature gradient 
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Fig. 11: Fracture surfaces of as-deposited alloy after tensile testing at room temperature

at the solid-liquid interface). The ratio G/R determines the 
mode of solidification, therefore it affects the morphology of 
the solidification structure, while the GR governs the scale of 
the solidification microstructure. The solidification map can 
also be found in Ref. [25]. Researchers often use PDAS [26-29] 
to quantitatively describe the size of dendrite structure, and its 
expression is often abbreviated as:

where λ1 is the PDAS, G and V are the temperature gradient 
and the dendritic growth velocity, respectively, a, b, and N 
are material-dependent parameters. Generally, a=0.5 and 
b=0.25. For as-deposited and as-cast structures, PDAS is 30-
45 μm and 300-500 μm, respectively, which is caused by 
the difference of temperature gradient and solidification rate 
between them.

In this research, both the temperature gradient G and 
dendritic growth velocity V are larger in value during LMD, 
and very small cellular dendrite is the dominant morphology 
(as shown in Fig. 8). The size of the eutectic structure and 
precipitates are relatively small because there is limited space 
left during the last stage of solidification. Moreover, for the 
casting process, G and V are far less than that of LMD. There 
is almost no solute trapping phenomenon that can occur in 
LMD, and the element segregation is relatively serious. Coarse 

equiaxed dendrite is the dominant morphology, as shown in 
Fig. 9(a). Either dendrite or eutectic is coarser [Fig. 9(b)], 
which is due to the residual liquid having enough space and 
time to form the eutectic products during the last stage of 
solidification.

4.2 Phase formation in alloys
The solidification and solid phase transformation in alloys 
follow the principles of thermodynamics and kinetics. For 
multicomponent alloys, it is impossible to achieve the ideal 
equilibrium conditions during solidification, and the atomic 
rearrangement and element segregation will inevitably occur. 
The final dendrites and precipitates are determined by two 
factors: the actual solute conditions (solute redistribution) and 
external conditions (mainly thermal history conditions here).

4.2.1 Effects of thermal history and solute redistribution 
on phase formation in alloys

Thermal history refers to the change of temperature under the 
influence of external conditions, which is the external factor 
inducing alloy transformation and precipitation of new phases. 
Since the equilibrium condition is ideal, the cooling rate and 
the undercooling degree are approximately zero. However, 
in both the casting and LMD process, the alloy cools at a 
certain speed, and the phase transformation is driven by the 

Fig. 12: Fracture surfaces of as-cast alloy after tensile testing at room temperature

(4)
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Fig. 13: Typical MC carbides or TCP precipitation in alloy: (a) as-deposited; (b) as-cast; (c) CCT curve

undercooling. What's more, the undercooling is greater in 
LMD than that in casting, which leads to the nucleation rate 
and the amount of precipitated phase increase in LMD. At the 
same time, the greater cooling rate also causes the elements to 
not fully diffuse; the growth of precipitates is inhibited, so the 
LMD particles are smaller, as displayed in Figs. 8 and 9.

Furthermore, under the equilibrium condition, the solute 
diffusion can be fully carried out, and various possible 
phases can appear conforming to the lowest Gibbs free energy 
principles. However, the predicted phases cannot be all observed 
in the experiments due to the limitation of kinetics, that to say, 
the atoms cannot fully diffuse to meet the solute condition 

under the condition of cooling, especially fast cooling. 
Continuous cooling transformation (CCT) curve can be used 
to explain the transformation process, as shown in Fig. 13(c).

It is worth mentioning that the temperature at which MC 
carbide formed is higher than that of Laves, it is inferred 
that MC carbides can provide nucleus for Laves to grow up 
during LMD, therefore, MC are often observed be surrounded 
by Laves, as shown in Fig. 13(a). Laves phase is a kind of 
topologically close-packed (TCP) phases. The abovementioned 
Laves, μ and σ phases are all TCP phases according to Ref. [22]. It 
should be noted that TCP in this study and in the figure generally 
refers to Laves phase unless otherwise specified.

builds parts by progressively adding small amount of materials 
with laser melting, and has a very fast solidification rate. The 
solid-liquid interface sweeps the melt at a very high speed, so 
there is not enough time for the solid solute to diffuse to the 
liquid phase, and the phenomenon of solute trap occurs [32]. 
Therefore, the segregation is greatly restrained, and the volume 
and type of precipitates are also restrained.

4.2.2 Some exceptional precipitates

It should be pointed out that the precipitation of phase in the 
alloy depends on the solute condition, cooling condition or 
heating condition, that is, thermodynamic condition and kinetic 
condition. For example, there is no μ phase in the as-deposited 
alloy, but the phase is observed in the specimen after long-
term aging at 750 °C for 1,000 h, which exhibits needle shape, 
as shown in Fig. 14(a). There are also a few phases which 
are not found in the calculation, but they are observed in the 
experiment under certain conditions. The discovery of Heusler 
phase is an example, as shown in Fig. 14(b). It is found in the 
tensile specimen which is heat treated at 870 °C for 16 h.

It is known that needle-shaped μ phase, as mentioned above, 
is considered to be a harmful phase, which can deteriorate the 
creep properties of the alloy. In contrast, it has been reported 
that Heusler phase can improve the properties of the alloy [33, 34].
There is a certain lattice strain in the phase, and the stress field 
of lattice strain and dislocation strongly interact with each 
other, which strongly hinders the movement of dislocation and 
produces a strengthening effect [34]. Therefore, it is worthwhile 
to deepen the related research to improve the performance of 
the alloy. 

TCP phases are brittle and enriched in refractory elements. 
The parameters of the processing are chosen to avoid, rather 
than to promote, the formation of TCP because TCP phases 
imply a lack of stability, which is detrimental to mechanical 
behavior. Rapid cooling can inhibit the formation of TCP or 
alter the morphology of it. So, LMD is a way to eliminate or 
decrease Laves phase. Comparing with casting, LMD has its 
advantages to control Laves phases because the as-deposited 
alloy has smaller PDAS, which forces the size and volume 
fraction of MC and Laves to be smaller too. For LMD process, 
MC and Laves are distributed in small blocks, several microns 
in size, sometimes chain-like, reaching tens of microns, while 
in the as-cast alloy, there is a network distribution of tens to 
hundreds of microns. It is noted that γ/γ' eutectic in the as-cast 
alloy is very clear, as shown in Fig. 13. The solidification of the 
as-cast alloy takes more time, the interdendritic region provides 
not only more solute, but also more room for the formation of 
TCP. Similar investigation has also been conducted by other 
researchers to adjust the formation of TCP. For example, 
in laser solid formed (LSFed) Inconel 718 superalloy, the 
morphology of Laves phase changes from strip-like to sphere-
like, and its amount decreases by electromagnetic stirring [30]. 
Both the size and the volume fraction of Laves phase decreased 
with the increases of the solution temperature [31]. 

Another unique characteristic of LMD is the elimination 
of possible defects like freckles, also known as channel 
segregates, due to so-called "density inversion" [22], a kind of 
macro segregation which often occurs during casting. It is 
noted that the critical PDAS for the formation of freckles is 
~300 μm, while that of LMD is 30-45 μm. LMD technique 

(b)(a) (c)
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Fig. 14: Precipitated phase of the alloy after heat treatment: (a) 750 °C×1,000 h; (b) 870 °C×16 h 

4.3 Reasons for better properties of               
as-deposited Ni-based superalloy

The aforementioned narrated remarkable differences in 
microstructures and mechanical properties between as-
deposited and as-cast alloys. The as-deposited alloy has better 
tensile behavior. The mechanisms could be summarized as 
follows: (1) Rapid solidification of the LMD process generates 
fine microstructure with super saturation γ matrix in the 
alloy which plays a significant role in the alloy strength. It is 
known that solid solution strengthening can raise the value of 
CRSS to active dislocation slipping. (2) The tiny melting pool 
accumulation of LMD enables a more uniform microstructure 
without macro segregation like as-cast, with a far smaller 
PDAS. (3) The γ/γ' eutectic and TCP phase are phases with 
lower strength and are prone to form cracks in the bulk alloy. 
By using the LMD method, finer and discrete γ/γ' eutectic and 
TCP phase particles are obtained instead of the coarser γ/γ' 
eutectic easily occurring in as-cast alloy. The continuous brittle 
TCP phase may be avoidable. By altering the manufacture 
method from cast to LMD, a brittle-to-ductile transition takes 
place which is demonstrated by the fractographs in Fig. 11, 
and the linearly hardening region is extended [Fig. 10(a)].

Finally, it is worth noting that the γ' volume fraction of the 
as-deposited specimen is 5%-10% less than that of the as-cast. 
According to statistical analysis and Thermo-Calc simulation, 
this means that there is potential space to adjust and control 
the fraction of the γ' phase, which is an effective performance 
regulation method since the alloy mechanical properties 
correlate very strongly with the sum of the fractions of the 
strengthening phases [22]. Moreover, by refining the γ' phase, 
the mechanical performance can also be enhanced. To promote 
the practical application of the alloy, more investigation 
should be done in future, including optimization through 
compositional variations, process control and post processing, 
to provide a basis for controlling of the microstructure and 
tailoring of the properties of the alloys.

5 Conclusions 
In summary, combining differential scanning calorimetry 
analysis and simulation calculation is a convenient and 

economical way to investigate a newly designed alloy. 
Components made by different processing methods may have 
strikingly different microstructure. LMD is a convenient and 
effective way to tailor the microstructure and improve properties 
of a superalloy by controlling the solidification parameters. The 
main conclusions may be presented as follows:

 (1) Basic phase constitution of a Ni-based superalloy 
specially designed for additive manufacturing is γ with FCC 
crystal structure and γ' with L12 crystal structure. The γ/γ′ 
interface remains coherent. Other possible phases occupy very 
low volume fraction. The experimental results agree with the 
Scheil model more closely than the equilibrium model. 

(2) The as-deposited alloy has fine parallel cellular (column) 
dendrites along the deposition direction with PDAS about 
30-45 μm. The average size of γ' particles is 100-150 nm, 
and usually the interdendritic regions have coarser particles. 
Meanwhile, the as-cast alloy has equiaxed dendrite and its 
PDAS is 300-500 μm. The average size of γ' particles in them 
are 315 nm (interdendritic regions) and 208 nm (dendritic 
regions), respectively. MC carbides and TCP precipitation, as 
well as γ/γ' eutectic occur only in the interdendritic regions 
for both kinds of specimen, but the as-cast has larger values of 
size and volume fraction. 

(3) The as-deposited specimen shows better ultimate tensile 
stress (1085.7±51.7 MPa), yield stress (697±19.5 MPa) and 
elongation (25.8±2.2%) than that of the as-cast, which are 
782.7±8.6 MPa (UTS), 616.7±16.5 MPa (YS) and 12.6±1.2% 
(elongation). The fracture of as-deposited specimens occurs in 
ductile-brittle mixed-mode behavior, while the as-cast exhibits 
a clear brittle fracture. Reasons for the better properties of 
as-deposited alloys can be summarized as solid-solution-
strengthened mechanism, fine dendrite microstructure, fine 
TCP and γ/γ' eutectic microstructure, elimination of macro-
segregation, etc. 
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